, the authors report that an astonishing 5.6% of stars in their sample are accompanied by such extreme planets. This result indicates that hot Jupiters are produced in greater quantities within a cluster environment (where stars frequently encounter each other) than within the general stellar field of our Milky Way. In addition, all of the hot Jupiters that the authors studied have eccentric orbits.
Both the abundance of hot Jupiters in M67 and the planets' eccentric orbits are consistent with the scenario of dynamical migration initiated by a passing star. In this case, when a star passes a planetary system, the star's gravitational pull will slightly alter the orbital paths of the planets around their host star. From an a priori stable configuration, even a single stellar encounter can sow the seed of discord, leading to a major instability within the system a few billion years later 17 . Occasionally, this instability can throw one of the planets onto an eccentric and inclined orbital path. The authors observe hot Jupiters in the final stage of dynamical migration, before the planets' orbits have become completely circular.
Brucalassi and collaborators' results are consistent with earlier predictions 17, 18 that were made by studying the impact of stellar fly-bys on planets; these are relatively frequent events for planetary systems within open clusters such as M67. This is a rare example in exoplanetary research of observations verifying predictions -usually, observational evidence drives theoretical developments. The authors' results also show that, by investigating hot Jupiters in an open cluster, we can obtain useful information about the dynamical migration process. This information will allow astronomers to verify whether a similar scenario is responsible for hot-Jupiter formation around stars elsewhere in the Milky Way, and will enhance our understanding of tidal forces.
As we learn more about planets in stellar clusters -for instance, by using the Kepler-K2 satellite -it will be possible to determine the inclination of planetary orbits, thanks to a spectroscopic phenomenon called the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect 19 . We will also be able to study planetary atmospheres and measure their chemical make-up. Planets that form far from stars are expected to contain more water than those that form close by 20 . Therefore, water-rich gas giants on close-in, 3 identify a crucial 'ionic checkpoint' that suppresses T-cell function within tumours.
Seemingly paradoxically, the death of cancer cells in tumours through a process called necrosis is associated with poor patient prognosis 4 . Eil and colleagues report that dying tumour cells release potassium ions (K + ), the main intracellular cation, which accumulates in fluid around tumours, reaching levels five to ten times higher than those encountered by T cells in the bloodstream. When bathed in this K + -rich fluid, T-cell genes involved in myriad pathways are suppressed, nutrient consumption by the cells is reduced, the transition of resting T cells to become activated tumourtargeting (effector) cells is inhibited, and the transition to regulatory T cells that dampen immune responses is promoted. These changes occur without affecting T-cell viability.
Eil et al. found that the key suppressive change in T cells was excessive intracellular accumulation of K + as a result of greater K + entry through 'pump' or 'leak' channels than exit through K + channels (Fig. 1a) . The elevated K + concentration suppresses T-cell function in a way that depends on the protein phosphatase enzyme PP2A and inhibits a signalling pathway that acts through Akt and mTOR kinase proteins. The authors found that enhancing the elimination of K 3 have found that when T cells are exposed to this fluid containing high levels of K + , more K + enters the cell through pump or leak channels (yellow) than leaves the cell through the voltage-gated K + channel K v 1.3 (pink) or the calcium-activated K + channel K Ca 3.1 (red). High intracellular K + levels affect the protein phosphatase PP2A (broken arrow indicates that this regulation is probably indirect), and inhibit the signalling pathway that acts through Akt and mTOR protein kinases, suppressing T-cell activation and tumour-killing ability. b, Decreased T-cell function due to raised intracellular K + levels was restored by increasing the elimination of K + through overexpression of either of the two T-cell K + channels. Pharmacological stimulation of calcium-activated K + channels might be another approach to restoring normal intracellular K + levels. The expression patterns of these two types of K + channel in T cells are important when considering how T-cell activity might be boosted. Both channels regulate the cells' membrane potential (due to differences in ionic charge across the cell membrane) and calcium signalling 5 . In humans, less-differentiated types of T cell, known as naive T cells and central memory T cells, increase their number of calcium-activated K + channels when activated by antigens or when the T cell's antigen receptor is stimulated 5 , and these channels become the main route for eliminating intracellular K + . By contrast, more-differentiated T cells called effector memory T cells increase their number of voltage-gated K + channels when activated 5 , and these channels become the main means of removing intracellular K + from this cell type.
Naive and central memory T cells are more effective at combating cancers than effector memory T cells when transferred into mice or humans 6, 7 . Amplification of the tumourkilling potential of naive and central memory T-cell types might therefore be best achieved by using drugs that stimulate K Ca 3.1 channels 8 . One such drug, riluzole, a non-selective activator of this K Ca 3.1 channel, showed benefit in a preliminary phase 0 trial in patients with advanced melanoma, and is currently in phase II clinical trials 9, 10 . The investigators 9, 10 think that this effect is due to riluzole's action on the glutamate receptor, but studies of breast cancer 11 suggest that this receptor may not be responsible. Perhaps riluzole's beneficial activity is due, in part, to its role in activating the K Ca 3.1 potassium channel and augmenting the antitumour action of T cells.
Although Eil and colleagues' work highlights the potential of voltage-gated K + channels in also rescuing T cells from the ionic checkpoint, this type of K + channel is perhaps less attractive therapeutically than the calciumactivated K + channel because no specific activators are available for it, and the voltage-gated K + channel acts mainly in effector memory T cells, which fight cancers less successfully 6, 7 . A non-pharmacological strategy would be to overexpress either of the two human K + channels in tumour-specific T cells before transferring the cells into patients (Fig. 1b) .
To maintain health, it is necessary to have appropriate T-cell activity -underactive T cells in a tumour environment don't combat cancer, whereas overactive T cells in autoimmune diseases can damage healthy tissues. Many of these overactive T cells are effector memory T cells 5 . Specific blockade of the voltage-gated K + channels dominant in these cells can alleviate diverse autoimmune diseases in animal models 5 , and phase I trials have been completed for one such K v 1.3-channel blocker, dalazatide, in people with an autoimmune skin condition called plaque psoriasis 12 . Naive and central memory T cells 6, 7 are unaffected by these blockers 5 . Inhibitors of voltagegated K + channels suppress T-cell function by perturbing the membrane potential and dampening the calcium-signalling response during T-cell activation 5 . Eil and colleagues' findings suggest an additional mechanism for the action of blockers of these K + channels, in which the prevention of K + outflow from the cells and the resulting elevation of intra cellular K + inhibits the Akt and mTOR pathway, leading to T-cell suppression.
Potassium ions are the most abundant cation in the body, with 98% being intra cellular and 2% extracellular. Extracellular K + concentrations are tightly controlled, and levels above or below a narrow range are harmful and could even cause death. Eil and colleagues' work highlights an intracellular K + -concentrationdependent ionic checkpoint in T cells in a cancer milieu. Does such a checkpoint become operational whenever T cells are exposed to tissues that contain many dying cells, for example in severe infections or burns? Do other immune cells and even non-immune cells have a similar checkpoint that modulates their function once triggered? Might tumour cells increase their levels of K + channels to extrude potassium and survive in the K-rich fluid that surrounds them, and would selective targeting of these tumour channels hasten their demise?
Eil and colleagues' findings have potentially paved the way for therapies that enhance the ability of our immune systems to combat cancers. The availability of drugs that augment the function of calcium-activated K + channels suggests that this approach could be evaluated soon. The benefits of stimulating calcium-activated K + channels in less-differentiated T cells to battle cancers, compared with blocking voltage-gated K + channels in more-differentiated T cells to treat autoimmune diseases, highlight the necessity of developing specific modulators of ion-channel function. The therapeutic prospects for such modulators are highly promising. ■ If the ionic pump in the red cell membrane expels three sodium ions and takes up about two potassium ions for each molecule of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysed, under physiological conditions the free energy available to drive the reaction forwards must be quite small … By arranging that the concentration gradients for sodium and potassium are even more adverse, it should be thermodynamically possible to run the pump backwards and synthesize ATP … Reversal of the sodium pump leading to the formation of ATP is interesting because of its possible relevance to oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria as well as for the light it may throw on the mechanism of the pump. From Nature 24 September 1966
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Years Ago
In "La Pileta" a further considerable contribution is made to our knowledge of the Jurassic caves of South-West Europe … The cave … is, with its various corridors, recesses and "galeries", more than usually complicated … Wherever the cave opens out to form a chamber, wall paintings are to be seen … The paintings comprise examples of four separate pictorial phases. The earliest … consist largely of serpentine forms with an occasional realistic figure of a goat, ox, or horse. The second series … is red in colour, and here … are to be found various signs or symbols … These are followed by a series drawn with charcoal … among these last figures … the authors believe they can recognise figures intended for human beings. The fourth and last series is purely schematic … In the opinion of the authors the four phases represented extended over a long period, from the Aurignacian to Neolithic times. From Nature 21 September 1916 Multiferroic materials unite these two types of order in a single material and are therefore highly desirable. However, because simultaneous electric and magnetic order is difficult to achieve, multiferroics -especially those that function at or approaching room temperature -are extremely rare 1 . On page 523, Mundy et al. 2 detail an effort to build such a mater ial.
CONDENSED-MATTER PHYSICS
Multitasking materials from atomic templates
Remarkably, they achieved this by combining two 'failed' multiferroics, forming a new compound with excellent multiferroic properties. Electrons are subatomic particles that have a magnetic moment and an electric charge. In a crystal, if the electron clouds that surround atomic nuclei orient themselves in the same way, the crystal can develop macroscopic magnetization (ferromagnetism) or electric polarization (ferroelectricity). Ferromagnetism is essential for technologies such as power generators, sensors and computer hard disks. And ferroelectrics are often used in devices that generate or detect a small mechanical 
